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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Battles involving Spain.: Subcategories. This category has the
following 19 subcategories, out of 19 total.
Category:Battles involving Spain - Wikipedia
History. Mankind has fought battles on the sea for more than 3,000 years. Even in the interior of large
landmasses, transportation before the advent of extensive railroads was largely dependent upon rivers,
canals, and other navigable waterways.. The latter were crucial in the development of the modern world in
the United Kingdom, the Low Countries and northern Germany, for they enabled the ...
Naval warfare - Wikipedia
Ancient . Corvus - Ancient naval rules by Richard Lee .pdf. Naval Rules - a fantasy set by M C Gianni that is
perfectly good for historical games. Oceanus Strategoi - Ancient naval rules by Jeff Koppe .pdf. Ram Speed!
- A quick play rule set for Ancient Naval Wargames.
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